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Introduction
Trading in goods and services has always relied on data; whether it be what path
to take to trade with the neighbouring village or which store has the best price on
batteries.
While a true free market requires information symmetry [1], we operate in a market where traders hold
increasingly more information than customers [2-4]. Traders have long tried to use information about their
customers, whether it be innocuous student discounts, or catastrophic red-lining in mortgage markets [3,
5]. Similarly, traders have long studied consumer psychology to manipulate their customers into spending
more [6]. What's new is that traders can now target both discrimination and psychological manipulation in
a personalised way [7].
This new possibility is the result of traders being able to collect information from browsing history, phones
(including location), Google searches, and smart camera technology, among others. Advances in machine
learning mean that this data can be exploited on an industrial scale. Like other fields, the rise of big data,
sensors, and artificial intelligence has changed the very nature of the relationship between purveyors of
goods and services and the consumers who buy them predominantly to the disadvantage of the individual.
This report will outline the technologies used to track, monitor and understand consumers; identify the
choices consumers have (or don’t have) in the deployment of these technologies and describe how these
technologies can harm or disadvantage consumers.

1.1 Our Approach to this Report
This report is based on a literature scan of the academic literature, industry and NGO reports, and news
media looking for information. Search strings used include ‘technology privacy breach’, ‘consumer price
discrimination technology’, ‘consumer data price discrimination’, ‘consumer data artificial intelligence’ and
‘consumer data sharing’. Once specific examples of data use, harm or technology were identified, we
looked for further examples using the terms identified in the original work. We further included materials
encountered in the process of our regular news reading, and material provided to us by our social and
academic networks. This scan is broad, rather than deep, and non-exhaustive, though we believe it
represents the broadest coverage of data technology specifically focusing on consumer harm to date.
In preparing this report, the authors read or scanned more than 40 academic publications, and well over
200 news articles. The examples and papers included in this report are the tip of the iceberg; we have
excluded for example a rich seam of academic literature on re-identification, deeply technical academic
material on cookies and beacons, and nearly all of the academic underpinnings of artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies and the ethics thereof. When choosing specific news publications to include, we looked for
the quality of the source and the depth of coverage. Some non-traditional sources, such as Wired and The
Verge are provide particularly extensive and thoughtful work in this space. Because the technology and its
applications are moving so quickly, we have included such materials in our references.
Further background for this report was sought in conversations with the Australian Human Rights
Commission and the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner. An exploratory interview of
approximately thirty minutes each was conducted with high-level staff from each of these organisations.
These interviews were used as background, and any ideas taken from them have been corroborated and
extended with examples and ideas from the literature.
The technology and what it is publicly known to be capable of, has moved on even in the months this
report has been in preparation. Example technologies have been chosen because their behaviours are
possible (or likely to be possible) in an Australian marketplace.
As a counterexample, we have deliberately excluded the ‘Absher’ Saudi government app used to control
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women [8]. Beyond this, we have looked for particularly novel, well-described, or invasive technologies
to illustrate the overall themes of this report: the collection of consumer data and how it may be used to
disadvantage consumers.
One example of technology being used for surveillance of consumers in Australia has proven to be a
particularly good case study: that of smart advertising boards with embedded cameras such as those
commonplace in shopping malls, train stations and movie theatres [9]. We call these smart kiosks, as
they often have cameras in them taking images of consumers, with or without their knowledge. The
socio-technico-legal ways in which these operate are included as a case study that forms an appendix
to this report. This case study is partially based on early empirical work by YJ Chua and Alan Zhan, who
interacted extensively with these boards attempting to determine their algorithmic underpinnings.

1.2 The Big Picture: How is Consumer Data Being Used in an
E-commerce Setting?
Data on consumers is more readily available than at any time in history. It is being gathered, analysed
and used to steer consumer choices at an unprecedented scale. Cookies, in-home audio recordings,
in-home cameras on televisions and other Internet of Things (IoT) devices, captured images of
consumers’ faces merged with identifying data from their phones, consumer location merged with
purchase history, and the intimate details of their lives shared on social media are all accessible to and
potentially used by marketers and sellers of all kinds. Consumers are aware of and consent to some
of these interactions. Trading one’s location for recommendations for local restaurants, rather than
those in New York City, is a trade-off many would make. Much of what goes on, though, is invisible to
consumers. Data collected in public places, or with click-through terms and conditions, is often gathered
without consumers being truly aware of it and without any meaningful way to opt out [9].
After the data is gathered, perhaps with terms and conditions which state ‘we may share your data with
our partners’, what happens is even less visible. Data can be gathered, combined and recombined.
AI can be applied to the data to learn about individual consumers, and consumers as a class. One
example of this is the Hello Barbie, a talking doll for children. By ‘conversing’ with the child owner,
the doll records information about the child, like their favourite food. Conversations with the doll are
analysed online by ToyTalk computer servers, which then ‘intelligently’ provide ‘artificial’ responses for
the doll to communicate with the child.
The ToyTalk doll is an example of essential modern AI: data is gathered and parsed through computers
which have been programmed to assess the data and provide responses or suggestions. These
learnings can be used in turn to make decisions about and manipulate or persuade consumers. They
can select which products and services are promoted to an individual consumer, or determine how
these products and services are priced [10, 11]. These uses of data can be explicit (simply not showing
some consumers some options) or they can be less obvious. One such practice is ‘nudging’ [12], which
is encouraging consumers toward the ‘correct’ choice by the subtle alteration of defaults. Another is
‘dark patterns’, steering consumers to buy or share more than they meant to through the interaction
design of online services [13].
There is good evidence that the majority of consumers don’t know that this is happening [9, 14, 15].
Even if they did understand it, being able to explain the algorithms underpinning this learning—and
often decision making—is a challenge that the technology sector has yet to address [16-18].
There are some clear examples of data combination and differential pricing. Travel companies have
been using data gathered about people shopping for a holiday to charge some consumers more,
for example [19, 20]. In this particular example those accessing travel websites using iPhones were
assumed to be more affluent due to the iPhone’s higher price point. iPhone users were shown (and
booked) more expensive hotels than those using Android phones—usually about $20 US more per
night. The work in this paper tested other industries as well, including e-commerce department stores
and hardware stores. There was some price inconsistency between operating systems and browsers
when accessing these sites, but not at the level of statistical significance.
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The data that is being used, and the ways in which it is being used today, are the beginning of a new
world order. New data, and new ways in which to combine it, represents a future where consumers
have little choice and where every part of them, their lives, loved ones and behaviour might be used.
There is increasing potential for organisations to ‘tailor’ or ‘personalise’ based on what they know
about individuals based on the data they have gathered. If the inferences they make from that data are
incorrect due to incorrect data or individual variation, though, target consumers may find worse options
than ‘unpersonalised’ options would give them. For all consumers, personalisation means not seeing all
of their choices, or all of their choices presented in an objective, unedited way.

1.3 Looming Changes to the Data Landscape
There are two major changes on the data landscape horizon. The first is the type of data that is being
gathered. The second is the ways in which that data is being combined and used to affect consumer
behaviour. We address each of these in turn.
Consumers are already subject to scrutiny in public places. Security cameras and advertising
technology capture their movement and their sentiments, how long they pay attention to advertisements
and the route taken through physical space [9, 21]. It was recently discovered that aircraft have
cameras built into the passenger seat backs [22]. Data from these cameras could potentially be
combined with data from the booking system, which issues a unique booking number that can be
tracked all the way through a trip. Fridges in stores are gathering data about the types of people who
buy drinks [23]. If there were a way to combine this from the data of consumers’ home fridges, which
are now internet-enabled IoT tools [24], different prices could be displayed to less- and more loyal
consumers. Voice-activated systems such as Siri, Alexa and Google are recording (potentially) every
move we make in our homes. It is an open question as to when and how law enforcement can access
those recordings. Tech media reports suggest that law enforcement have been accessing Amazon
Echo data [25, 26]. They further note that the manufacturers of IoT devices are hiding from answering
questions about whether their devices spy on end users, and whether this information can be or is
passed onto the police [26]. Interestingly, Interpol and the FBI warned the public about the risks to
consumers of IoT devices being compromised [27].Whether law enforcement bodies legally can access
this data or not, there is some evidence the CIA has used IoT-enabled devices to access sound inside
the homes of private citizens [28]. They can certainly be used by the tech giants who have sold us the
devices to market to us more effectively, and potentially impose price differentials.
Data commercialisation is extending to our most unique data: our DNA. Commercially available athome DNA tests were briefly available 10 years ago. They were ultimately withdrawn from the market
because they were not accurate enough to meet consumer standards guidelines [29]. These tests
proved problematic for Australian consumers, though: once you had learned you had a risk factor in
your DNA, the terms and conditions of nearly any life insurance policy in the country required you to
disclose it as ‘any information that may be relevant’ [30]. These tests have not been on the market
for some time, but pre-natal genetic testing is on the rise, and the information available is increasing
[31]. The time when our DNA is held by commercial organisations under commercial contracts—with
the obfuscating language and get-out clauses seen in other privacy policies [14, 32]—is not far away.
Losing control of one’s own DNA data before one is born via a decision one’s mother made is a very
real prospect. Pre-natal DNA sequencing could affect a range of experiences for the resultant child,
including purchasing health services, health insurance and life insurance.
Society is not so far from the proposed ‘smart home’ of the future that tells you what is missing from
your refrigerator—or better yet orders it for you—and monitors your bodily waste to keep track of
your health [33]. This could be used to benefit the health of individuals; more likely, however, is these
technologies and the data they generate being used to benefit large companies. While this seems a
long time away, internet-enabled refrigerators, bathroom mirrors and toilets are here now [34], and
academics are trialling smart home ideas regularly [35]. The policy and legal arrangements made in the
near future need to do more just protect consumers in the data landscape we have today; they must
anticipate a data landscape where ever more data is available for commercial behavioural analysis.
Beyond just gathering data that is increasingly specific and sensitive, the ways in which companies
can combine data are changing. Early attempts to determine individuals’ sexualities from images are
ongoing [36].
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At this stage the technology is fairly inaccurate but this is likely to change over time [37]. This
information could be used in a range of discriminatory ways (legal or otherwise), from advertising
to denying housing to differentially pricing health insurance [38, 39]. Once data is aggregated or
combined, it is no longer ‘personal’ under Australian consumer law, meaning that individuals have no
right to review or correct it [14]. Thus, errors in these types of classification could be very difficult to
track down or correct.
This new data landscape has the potential to impose significant burdens on consumers, through
differential pricing, identity management and lost opportunities to access products and services [11, 18].

2. Historical Data Gathering
Data gathering about consumers pre-dates the consumer internet. Texas International Airlines launched
the predecessor to the modern frequent flyer program in 1979. This program necessitated gathering the
number of miles flown by each flyer [40]. Modern frequent flyer programs are enormously more complex
[41], gathering the number of miles flown, travel patterns, and financial spend in an effort to market
directly to consumers. As technology has advanced, the amount and type of data collected has been
increasing rapidly.
Early store loyalty programs or ‘card linked offers’ gathered merely how much consumers spent at
various stores. Modern equivalents of such programs gather not just how much is spent, but where
it is spent and on what, along with personal data about customers such as their names, emails, and
addresses. While gathering this data allows stores to provide ‘more useful’ offers to customers, it also
represents a large privacy risk, particularly if accidentally leaked or sold to other data gatherers and
combined with other data [42, 43] .
History has shown us that when significant data is gathered about consumers, they can be
disadvantaged. The possible disadvantages include offering no or less service to certain consumer
groups, offering services at a higher price to some groups, showing different options to some groups,
and consumers knowing less about what is available than purveyors.
An early example of such a disadvantage is ‘red lining’ in housing lending. This practice used
demographic data—such as ethnic background—about homeowners to determine whether a
neighbourhood was a good lending investment; and thus effectively lock African Americans and
other minority groups out of housing credit [44]. Ironically, red lining as a practice was detected and
stopped by the use of data, specifically loans data that was made public through government reporting
requirements, in an attempt to balance the rights of consumers of home loans with the rights of lenders
[5]. This demonstrates that if policy balances the rights and needs of consumers with those using their
data, the symmetry of power in the relationship can be re-asserted.
Other industries have also historically gathered data on consumers and used it in discriminatory and
harmful ways. This might be as simple as gathering demographic data based on appearance—for
example gender—and charging more for a product such as cars [45]. More recently and less visibly to
end users, companies like Google have used voluntarily-provided demographic data in discriminatory
ways; showing women fewer highly paid job advertisements than men. This discrimination arises from
AI algorithms that have learned that women have lower paid jobs in general, and therefore showing
them advertisements for jobs like the ones they have [46]. This demonstrates one of the problems with
unquestioningly trusting computers and AI: they replicate human biases.
These historical examples show that even relatively simple data can be misused to harm consumers, by
charging them more for products, by refusing to offer products or services, or by offering those products
and services in a discriminatory way. Big data, pervasive data collection, data recombination and AI
have the propensity to magnify these harms [47]—each piece of data a company has expands their
ability to behave in ways that are discriminatory, even inadvertently. These new technologies also make
it more difficult for consumers to understand how they are potentially harmed: AI is generally not easily
explainable, even by experts, for example [16].
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3. Data Collection Today
New technology affords advertisers and purveyors of data more chances to collect data than ever
before, and in more locations. Consumers are frequently unaware of this tracking, and even where
they are aware they may have little choice but to allow it or forgo participating in public life [9, 14, 32].
Data may be freely disclosed by consumers, it may be collected passively without their full disclosure
or knowledge, or it may be inferred from other data—for example the inference that iPhone users are
affluent, as discussed earlier. In this section we will address the types of data that are being gathered,
and where that gathering is taking place; describe some of the technologies used to do the gathering,
and where the potential for error is.

3.1 What (Personally-Identifiable) Data is Being Gathered
Australian privacy law defines personal information as being information from which an individual
is reasonably identifiable [48]. Of course, identifiability falls on a spectrum. One’s face is always an
identifiable data point, and unique identifiers such as license plates on cars or identity document
numbers can allow a person to be specifically identified. One’s name may be identifiable, depending
on how unique it is, but in combination with, say, a birthdate or a home address, it becomes more
identifiable. At the other end of the spectrum individual locations or information about individual
purchases is unlikely to be personally identifiable, however as little as four locations can be used to
identify an individual if they have time data attached [49].
There are many explicit means by which these data are gathered—when we fill out a form to sign up
for a loyalty program we understand that we are providing our names and addresses, and consent
to providing it. When we stand in front of a camera checking passports at an airport, we understand
that our faces are being captured and used to verify our identity. In isolation and where data is clearly
being collected, Australian consumers both understand and are (mostly) comfortable with it [14, 15].
Where data is surreptitiously gathered, though, or where it is combined with other data for commercial
purposes in unexpected ways, Australians are much more concerned [15].
Face Data
Face data is one of the most highly personally identifiable forms of data there is, and because it often
includes biometric data, is classified as ‘sensitive’ under Australian privacy law. There are many places
where it is obvious to consumers that facial data is being used: Smartgates at the airport would be
one example of this, though they may still be objectionable to consumers. They also have ethical
challenges: facial recognition technology disadvantages women, children or non-white consumers [50],
so when—as in some places in the US—it is mandatory [51] these consumers receive a reduced level
of service.
Another example of consumer-known use of face data is mobile phone facial recognition and face
tracking. The iPhone X’s face unlock is one early example of this [52], however many other companies
have followed suit. For this unlock to work phones need to be looking for faces continuously [53]. What
consumers may not know, or fully understand, though, is that the potential exists for this data to be
passed to apps. While this is possible, Apple and Google (Android) have explicitly focused on keeping
consumers’ facial and other biometric data secure, storing face-map and fingerprint data within a secure
enclave on the user's own device [54]. Arguably, though, it is the role of legislation, not individual tech
companies to ensure that biometric data is handled ethically [54]. Legislation addressing exactly this
issue has been proposed and has bipartisan support in the US, but has not yet been passed [55].
Some ways in which face data are surprising to consumers, though: many consumers would be
surprised to know, for example, that their face is being tracked—if not recognised—through shopping
centres and public spaces by advertising providers such as oOH! [56] And Quividi [57]. An article in The
New York Times shows how easy it is to build a facial recognition engine cheaply and legally [58].
In a relatively extreme example of consumers being surprised by the use of facial data, travellers in
China have been disturbed by a ‘Creepy Kiosk’ that uses facial recognition to provide flight information
such as departure gate [50].
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Even less likely is any consumer awareness of—for example—fridges in convenience stores which
scan customer faces and combine the images with behavioural data to sell more products. This
technology is already being implemented in the Walgreens fridge, which collects consumer sentiment
from their faces and has the capability to alter what it shows consumers. It is considered so intrusive
that it is banned in some US states, including Illinois [23].
Demographic Data
Demographic data, particularly in a high enough concentration (for example name plus birthdate, or
name plus address) makes identification of individuals relatively straightforward. There are instances
where we offer demographic data knowingly—for example to loyalty card programs, or when we
buy something online. What many consumers don’t realise, though, is that this data ‘anonymised
or aggregated’ may be passed to ‘our partners’ for research [59]. Where individuals are especially
security conscious, for example domestic violence victims, they may not choose to share an address in
exchange for the benefits of a loyalty program (having their address shared has very real psychological
and financial costs [60]). Arguably this creates disadvantage for such groups by not being able to
access loyalty-targeted prices.
Health Data
There has been considerable public and media attention to the health data being collected by the
Government as part of My Health Record. Attached to one’s personal details, of course, My Health
Record is both sensitive and personal under Australian privacy law. Many consumers are concerned
about this—particularly about disclosing sensitive parts of their health information to individual providers
[61].
The My Health Record Act also includes the provision to do research on ‘de-identified’ [62] health
data—data from which demographic information has been removed. De-identification offers little
protection for many patients; given only a very little health data about a known individual (for example
the birthdates of their children, if they are female), it is fairly easy to identify them within a larger health
data set [63]. Overseas health data examples have shown consumers are right to be cautious—
Singapore has had two breaches in the last year [64].
What may be less obvious to consumers, though, is the that health data they voluntarily share with
companies is being provided to other parties. Using a Fitbit (or other movement tracker), a health
tracking app (such as a pregnancy app) or doing a commercially available DNA test could result in
consumer data being shared with unexpected third parties, for example health insurers or employers
[65, 66]. Again, this data may well be de-identified, but re-identification of a known individual is
(demonstrably) not difficult [63].
Location Data
Many users share location data with apps for their own personal benefit. Google collects location data
to offer personalised search services and its maps platform [67]; the Weather Channel uses location
data to provide the weather through their app [68]. Users explicitly consent to and broadly understand
these uses of their data, though they may not be aware of how few regular location points are needed
to re-identify them [49].
What is not clear to many users, though, is that terms and conditions are used to provide that
‘anonymous’ location data to third parties; for example the Weather Channel app provides location data
to a hedge fund company for monetisation [69]. Given that those providing their location data may well
have invested in some of the companies affected by the hedge trading, this means that their data may
have been used against them.
Similarly, in 2018 researchers discovered that Google, despite making changes to user data control,
was continuing to allow movement and location tracking via its services. This affected people using
Android powered mobile phones and Google Maps, even after customers had turned off ‘location
history’. Vague information and settings deep inside the Google data control interface led to many
consumers and technology professionals thinking they had turned off location tracking, when in fact
they had not [70]. Google tells customers when they disable location history ‘some location data may
continue to be saved in other settings, like Web & App Activity, as part of your use of other services, like
Search and Maps, even after you turn off Location History’ [71].
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Often, consumers are unable to reasonably read, comprehend or manage the terms across all the
services they use, leaving them vulnerable to entering into unfair or misunderstood contractual
agreements which can include location tracking [72]. In 2008, it was estimated that the average internet
user in the US would need to set aside 244 hours every year to read the terms and conditions for the
websites they visited. In response, many companies have since vowed to make their services easier to
use by putting users in control of their data and simplifying usage terms and conditions [73].
The availability of location information is only going to become more prevalent. The introduction of
5G mobile technology will increase these data transfer capabilities even further and enable precision
location tracking. Malcolm Johnson, Deputy Secretary General of the International Telecommunication
Union, emphasised the expected impacts of 5G mobile and location data during his recent presentation
at the 2019 Geospatial World Forum. He said ‘5G, will act as the connective tissue of tomorrow’s digital
economy, linking everything from smartphones to wireless sensors to industrial robots and self-driving
cars’ [74]. This development will lead to data gathering and location data being embedded into the
lives of every consumer via their mobile phones, computers, cars, fitness trackers and many other IoT
devices. As network speeds and bandwidth capabilities increase, the tendency has always been to
collect and transmit more data and it is foreseeable this trend will continue into the future.
Behavioural Data
Users provide behavioural data to a range of social media platforms when they communicate with or
broadcast their activities to their ‘friends’. This is explicit, though many users were angry when the
Cambridge Analytica scandal [75] (or the earlier Facebook Mood research program [76]) revealed
that these data were being used for research and commercial or political purposes. This practice is
ongoing [77], and hugely beneficial to those who sell products and services; they can increase their
profits significantly by using behavioural data to implement price discrimination [78], or even just to
target marketing [43]. This targeted marketing must be done with care, though—where Target is selling
pregnant women baby products, for example, it is possible to reveal a pregnancy a woman wants to
keep hidden, or to make a woman feel ‘spied on’ and concerned [43].
While the data we provide to social media is in some ways explicit, most consumers do not realise that
they provide behavioural data by moving through the world. Logging in to ‘free’ wireless networks may
require users to log in to Facebook or Google allowing a third-party data dealer access to behavioural
data [9]. The path of individuals through shopping malls or public spaces can be tracked by recognition
cameras [79], and the movement of cars is tracked using parking tools that scan license plates [80].
This can be combined with other behavioural data, such as our shopping habits, which are monitored
using loyalty programs—and used to determine who will buy more, and then to market to them [43, 81,
82].
Our movement over the web is increasingly tracked by cookies, and our reaction to certain types of
emails is tracked by tagged pixels. Companies such as GlassBox allow online retailers to track mouse
movements and behaviour within a site [19]; this in turn can be used to generate differential pricing for
more ‘desperate’ consumers [83]. Similarly keystroke analysis can be used to detect engagement and
emotional state; the potential to use keystrokes for sales purposes is readily apparent [84, 85], and in
academic settings it is being used to create behavioural-biometric profiles to detect cheating [86].
Voice Technologies
Voice data is now being used as a form of identification by the Australian Government, so represents
a new class of personally identifiable data [87]. A recent court summons of a user’s Alexa data, in the
hope of securing audio that had been inadvertently captured from the background of a possible crime
scene, shines a light on how voice-based control might lead to significant privacy challenges [25].
Recently, it has been revealed that some of the voice recordings collected by digital assistants are also
being reviewed by employees and contractors of the technology companies which provide them [88].
The companies have responded by saying they de-identify the recordings, and consumers are also able
to adjust settings to stop any recordings being reviewed by humans [89]. The companies say this data
is used for service improvement, but the privacy implications of collecting and retaining voice data have
not been deeply engaged by tech giants [25].
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3.2 Data Gathering Technologies
There are a range of technologies being deployed to gather data that didn’t exist 20, 10, or even 5
years ago. These include mobile-phone based technologies, voice-based technologies, web-based
technologies, and public scanning technologies. Some of these technologies have been mentioned in
the previous section, but they will be summarised here.
Mobile Phone-Based Technologies
There are two major mobile technologies that are used for data gathering: apps and bluetooth beacons.
The data collected by apps is only limited by the imagination of developers. Bluetooth beacons, without
app support, can collect detailed movement data. Adding an application that interfaces between the
beacon and a smart phone greatly increases the data it is possible to collect; subsequently using a
pre-existing social media login to link that app to a person’s social media account increases the data
available to a developer exponentially [90].
Bluetooth beacons can track users to a relatively fine grain of detail through indoor- or outdoor space.
This can be used to detect shopping patterns or other behaviours. Sometimes, as with the Auckland
Airport study [91] in advance of the Rugby World Cup in 2011, this is used to benefit consumers, but
again, this consumer tracking and data collection is being used passively and without consent from
users.
Apps, dependent on the platform, may gather anything about a phone’s user including their photos,
their web browsing and communication history, and their location. Apps are required to disclose what
they are gathering, but by using click-wrapped terms and conditions users cannot—and nearly always
do not—give meaningful consent [14, 15]. In 2016 the Norwegian Consumer Agency, Forbruker Rådet,
assessed the terms and conditions reading requirement for an average mobile phone user in Norway to
be 250,000 words [72].
Many apps available to Australian consumers are developed and managed by companies overseas. A
popular Chinese messaging app, WeChat, provides two versions of its user terms, one in English and
another in Chinese. WeChat’s parent company TenCent also has a separate website that is exclusively
in Mandarin that highlights the full capabilities for WeChat itself. This website does not have an English
version and non-Mandarin speakers would be completely unaware of the existence of such a website.
TenCent’s Mandarin-language website promotes the advertising capabilities of the app and explains
how the app collects the following data to ‘learn’ about its users; geo-location to determine resident
or travelling status, gender, age, marriage status and education level. The app also builds an ‘interest
and behaviour’ profile based on internet usage; this includes internet browsing, searching and reading
of news articles and online shopping and ‘related behaviours’. It uses activity frequency, type and time
of interaction, and how long the behaviour has been occurring to generate user profiles. WeChat links
this data to create a profile which also includes the device a person uses, the cost of the device, the
network they use to access the internet, and device operating system. The TenCent website offers an
example (in Mandarin) to illustrate how this data is being used to affect prices shown to the app’s users;
a translation of this is available in Appendix 1.
Voice-Based Technologies
Connected voice-based technologies such as Alexa, Google home and even toys such as talking
Barbie are almost certainly constantly ‘listening’ for their activation commands (such as ‘Alexa’ or
‘Hey Google’). Technologically, it has already been shown that when they operate in error, they record
everything that happens in a home; early trial versions of Google Home did this. This data is gathered
by the companies that own the devices, and used for service improvements. However, this data might
also be used by law enforcement: this is still a legal question [25].
Web Based Technologies
There are a range of technologies that companies use to track behaviour on the internet. These include
cookies, behaviour tracking and tracking pixels.
Cookies are not a new technology, but they are pervasive. When they were first used, they were
specifically to assist users in retaining context and entering less data manually. However, they are much
more commonly used now to track users and observe their behaviour. The problematic cookies from a
privacy standpoint are ‘third party cookies’ which follow a user from one website to another [92].
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Attempts were made to limit their use with do not track rules, however these rules are not enforceable,
and as such many companies (including, for example, LinkedIn [93]) do not observe them. Tracking
pixels are similar to cookies, but may be included in email as well as on web pages; they are
predominantly invisible to the users of the content that contains them. They may also provide more
information than cookies do to those gathering the data, including screen resolution.
Physical Presence Data
Many companies are now commercially tracking shoppers in public and semi-public places. Closed
circuit television (CCTV) systems, Wi-Fi base stations and cameras in advertising screens are being
used ever more frequently by shopping centre operators and marketers to track and analyse consumer
biometrics and behaviour [9]. In 2018 one Australian shopping centre operator identified 12.3 million
unique devices in their centres. The same operator logged 2.2 million devices connecting through their
Wi-Fi network; the remaining 11.1 million devices being scanned for their unique identifiers without
consumers connecting to Wi-Fi [94].
Physical presence tracking is used to segment and target audiences, determine the impact of
advertising based on segment (for example age or gender), and watch the flow of human movement
through shopping centre spaces. This segmentation is expected to drive differential advertising [94].
Some of these companies explicitly claim to be compliant with Europe’s new privacy laws because
they do facial tracking rather than recognition [95], but others make no such statement. This physical
presence data should also be considered as a type of online data for the purposes of consumer
protection. While it requires the consumer to be physically present, the unseen data gathering may be
automatically sent offsite for data matching, merging and analysis.
Our team has conducted preliminary investigations with some of these technologies by standing near
smart advertising boards, noting the ads served, and watching the advertisements they serve to others.
Our conclusions are that these technology-enhanced billboards can operate in ‘smart’ mode, where the
advertisements they serve are based on the audience segment engaging with them, linger time, and
interest or ‘dumb’ mode where they merely serve up advertisements without regard for who is looking.
The suspicion is that the boards operate in dumb mode when the location is either very busy, or very
quiet; in these circumstances tracking individuals is difficult. When there are a reasonable number of
consumers, but not too many, smart mode may be active and serving tailored advertising. To further
investigate these hypotheses, actors of a range of ages, genders and ethnicities would need to
interact with the boards over a period of at least a day. Some of these boards also have Near Field
Communication (NFC) devices; our team did not investigate what the outcome of using these devices
might be.

3.3 Potential for Error
Any of these communication technologies are subject to the usual forms of error; data entry mistakes,
technical errors due to mechanical or electronic failure. Consumers themselves also deliberately
introduce data errors when they use false information with online services for privacy reasons [96].
The new data environment, though, gives rise to two novel types of error: combination errors and AI
mistakes.
Combination errors occur when data matching with a range of sources takes place, and data from
separate individuals is inadvertently ascribed to a single individual. Examples of this include some of
the ‘Robo-debt’ mistakes; where individuals were identified as having debts to the government that did
not exist by data matching [97], and mistaken traffic fines on the basis of incorrect information about
who owns which license plate [98].
Far more difficult to combat or identify are errors introduced by AI, where attributes are ascribed to
individuals that simply don’t apply. AI is based on human assumptions, and reflects human prejudices
[17, 99]. This means AI is more likely to discriminate against already disadvantaged groups. One
example of this is the poor performance of facial recognition with women and ethnic minorities [51,
100], another is the poor performance of voice recognition with women’s voices [101]. Similarly, the
bodyscanners used in many airports are more likely to flag overweight passengers, or non-white
passengers as requiring additional screening [102]. Because AI classifications come from a computer
we are much more likely to assess and trust them as ‘objective’ [17]. AI is increasingly being used to
target consumers and set prices; errors in these assumptions are difficult to explain to consumers [16],
much less correct.
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3.4 Data Merging
Gathering each of these individual types of data has the potential to be harmful to consumers but
merging them has the potential to reveal more about consumers than many of them realise, and this
is one area where major future risks lie. Companies like oOh!media Insights are already merging data
to provide ‘better insights’ [103]. In a highly competitive and possibly skewed marketplace, though,
‘better insights’ often means ‘less privacy’, implemented in a way that may well ‘spook’ consumers
[43]. It is also the merging of these datasets—which, where de-identified, is not protected by Australian
privacy law—that has the potential to engender the greatest disadvantage for consumers. A low credit
score (financial data), buying habits of cheap, unhealthy foods (purchasing data), and a low step
count (health data) may well indicate poverty, for example; poverty is a known risk factor for a range of
illnesses and short life span [104]. Given that re-identification is not difficult given enough information
[49, 63], it is theoretically possible to determine much more about a consumer than it is legal to ask in
an insurance application or job interview. Consumers showing the trends outlined above could well be
further disadvantaged by more expensive life insurance by not being offered higher paying jobs. This
might seem fantastical, but is in fact a rapidly approaching reality [105]. While more expensive health
insurance is one problem, this technology is being used to identify Muslim cab drivers in the US, and
gay men in Uganda—both of which represent a threat to those individuals’ safety [47].
This data sharing is already happening commercially. Facebook has recently been in court over its
practices with respect to advertisers: certain advertisers, primarily those who spent a lot of money
with Facebook, were given much greater access to consumer data than Facebook users were led to
believe [106]. This is an example of data sharing, but data amalgamation can happen through data
sharing—when a single entity collects and matches data from a range of sources. For a good technical
description of how consumer data is merged, see [107].

4 Consumer Self-Help
Australia has a comprehensive statutory consumer protection regime and privacy laws [14, 108,
109]. Nonetheless, the options for consumers who try to protect themselves from the collection, use
and sharing of their data are limited. This is because the current mechanisms used by companies for
obtaining consumer consent do not seek genuine, informed consent but are instead premised on a
‘click-to accept’ approach and reliant on technical or distracting terminology [32, 72]. The alternative is
opting out of many aspects of modern life that we consider normal [83, 110]. None of these strategies
allow full control, however, either alone or in combination.

4.1 Consumer Awareness and Consent
For consumers to control data collection two preconditions need to be met. First, they must be able to
understand what is being gathered and why. Second, the facility to choose to opt out of elements of the
product or service that require data collection must be available.
The first point—being able to understand what is being collected and why—is a major impediment to
consumer control currently. In an attempt to show how difficult it is to begin to understand the terms
and conditions imposed by digital retailers, an artist read Amazon’s terms and conditions aloud. This
took 9 hours [111]. While consumers are concerned about online privacy, fewer than half read privacy
policies and terms and conditions all or most of the time; claiming they are too difficult, too lengthy, too
difficult to understand or too hard to read as provided [14, 15, 32]. This means that consumers rarely
understand what data is being collected and why: most consumers would not be comfortable with data
being used for research purposes, for example, and all of the major online platforms use data this way
[14].
Even where consumers do read information about privacy consents, they often cannot choose which
parts of an agreement to consent to—consents are all-or-nothing ‘click-wrapped’ agreements [14]. If
they want to use a service, they have to agree to the privacy policy and the terms and conditions. Most
Australian consumers would prefer more granular control than this [15], but it is simply not offered by
many online services.
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Early work in this area has advanced a typology of consent for data gathering [107]:
•

Forced consent: A clickwrap ‘take it or leave it’ approach

•

Unforced consent: Fully informed, and where consumers have some control over their own data

•

No consent: No information or opportunity to opt out is provided to users of a space or service.

To have any control over their data, consumers must be able to give unforced or genuine informed
consent.

4.2 Consumer Control
There are some forms of data consumers can control—they are not (yet) required to use biometric
markers such as their face or fingerprints to unlock their phones for example; nor do they have to have
Wi-Fi or location switched on when they use their phones. In these situations, they may make lower-risk
choices, but these choices are likely to come at a cost to convenience. Equally some services will allow
users to access them without storing data—checkout as guest is the most common of these.
Where data is collected in a public or semi-public space such as a shopping mall, consumers have
limited opportunity for control. If data is being collected by advertising boards or overhead cameras,
consumers may not be aware of it, and there are certainly no readily accessible terms and conditions or
opportunities for opting out. If consumers wish to enter the space, their consent is inferred from the very
act of entry. In fully public spaces such as the street there currently there is little effort by companies
to flag the use of the technology or provide options for consent. Canada, however, has strict consumer
protection laws which has led to Google’s sister company Sidewalk Labs designing signage to show
what surveillance technology is in use. This does not allow users of the public space to opt out, but
does at least tell them what is going on [21].
Asking consumers to control their data by opting out of mobile phone service, of public spaces and
of the internet entirely is simply not reasonable, though some commentators think this is the only way
forward for privacy [110]. Mobile phones are one of the most affordable ways to access the internet
[112], and some countries have declared internet access a human right [113].
Consumers can nonetheless take active steps to protect anonymity; the use of incognito browsing,
VPNs or anonymous search services such as Tor is driven by a desire for privacy. The data on how
many Australians use such services and why is limited. Use of VPNs rose substantially amid privacy
concerns in 2015, to around 16% [114]; though most Australians who reported using a VPN last
year were using it to access entertainment, rather than preserve their privacy [115]. The Australian
Government has, in response to this, considered making the use of VPN technology illegal [116]. This
recommendation was the opposite of what the Productivity Commission had suggested—enshrining the
right of Australian consumers to access media at a reasonable price in law [117].

4.3 Anonymous Data
There are three ways to be anonymous with big data gatherers: when data is designed to be
anonymous, when users can opt explicitly to be anonymous, or when users act pseudonymously
outside of the terms and conditions of the service.
Designed anonymity
There are two types of anonymous or pseudonymous data: Born anonymous and de-identified.
It is possible to engage with some services in a born-anonymous manner. Electronic health records in
Australia will permit anonymity for some healthcare users, though the rules for this are not made public
[62]. Other services, such as physical presence services may collect identifiable information, but they
claim it is never accessed in identifiable form; only as aggregate data that provides information (such as
fixation on ads) needed by their clients [95].
Other data—such as the data Facebook provides to advertisers [118], or the information provided to
researchers by the electronic health record system—is de-identified, or stripped of all information that
could in theory lead to the identification of a single individual.
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As we saw earlier though, the protection afforded by de-identification is limited, and its failings are
discovered by identifying individuals [63]. Once an individual is identified it is too late—their privacy has
already been lost.
Opting for Anonymity
Some services, such as the electronic health record scheme in Australia will allow users to opt for
anonymity under certain circumstances [62]. This is a requirement of Australian privacy law [108],
though what circumstances allow for it with health records are not clear. Equally, many e-commerce
sites allow consumers to check out as guests. This has the benefit of improving conversion rates,
largely on the back of privacy concerns, but does not entirely eliminate the collection of identifiable data
[119].
Data collection in public space or semi-public spaces such as shopping malls does not facilitate user
choice for anonymity in any way; this choice is made for consumers.
Using a Fake Name
Many consumers elect to use fake names on social media or with other online services [120]. This
approach is prohibited under the terms and conditions of most online service providers (see for example
Facebook’s terms and conditions [121]). Nonetheless it is may be considered a social good to benefit
particularly women and other disadvantaged groups [122]. It is a choice that many consumers may be
making, although there are no reliable statistics on how many. The right to use a fake name has been
protected by a German court; this could be a ground-breaking change in the right to anonymity [123].

4.4 Passive Data Gathering
There are many data gathering practices that consumers are unaware of or completely unable to
control. These practices are those where data generated by consumers’ everyday activities—such
as surfing the web—are gathered without their consent. Internet service providers, mobile phone
providers and websites gather a large amount of this data; and consumers have little or no ability to opt
out. Cookies are not obliged to respect do not track [92], and ISPs are often legally obliged (including
in Australia) to collect significant usage data [124]. While data gatherers may use this data to their
advantage, service users have a low awareness of this type of data gathering. Even where they are
aware, many users do not use technologies such as clearing cookies regularly or incognito browsing
[15].

5. Where is the Harm?
It would be easy to say that there is little risk of harm to consumers in all this data gathering, and that
it is reasonable for users to have data gathered about them. Such a cavalier approach, though, would
ignore the values and preferences of consumers [14, 15, 125] and the real economic harms that may
arise from this kind of data gathering. One major potential for harm is the same as where anything
of value is gathered in a single location: theft, in this case identity theft. Crime against consumers is
outside the remit of this report, though, and is not considered further here. There are three other kinds
of potential harm that arise from the use of human data explained in this report: economic harm, denial
of service or opportunity, and the undermining of fundamental rights.

5.1 Economic Harm
There are two kinds of direct economic harm that can arise from data gathering and ownership.
The first, identified by the ACCC is lack of competition [14]. A competitive economic environment is
perceived to be a de facto good for consumers, and having a lot of data about consumers gives major
players a huge advantage over new entrants to the market [126].
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The second kind of economic harm is differential pricing. This has been a long-standing issue in areas
of geography, for example the high prices for poor quality fresh foods in ‘food deserts’ that are more
likely to be occupied by low-SES and ethnic minority people [127]. With big data it has further been
demonstrated in travel sites and hotel sites; iPhone users have been demonstrably charged more, for
example [20].
Differential pricing is not always harmful [11]: some companies choose to charge more for those on
higher incomes to make (for example) news accessible to all [128]. Equally the entire insurance industry
is based on differential pricing according to risk, though recently we have decided that some kinds of
discrimination (such as charging male drivers more) are not acceptable in some societies. Arguably
some of these decisions entrench, rather than address inequality, but they demonstrate a legislative
response to the issues [129]. What is certain is that for differential pricing to be ethical consumers
should be aware of it, and the reason for the price differential should be clear to them [11].

5.2 Denial of Service or Opportunity
As in the red-lining scandal or the job advertising scandal outlined in Sections 2 and 3, sometimes big
data will be used in a way that could result in some users being denied services or opportunities. This
risk is particularly insidious when it is the result of derived or combined data. Recently scientists have
claimed to be able to detect (for example) sexuality from face data [36]. While this has since been
shown to be inaccurate [37], such data—if it were available—would be incorrect in some cases. It could
nonetheless be used to discriminate in (for example) health insurance or other health services [130].
There would be little opportunity for consumers to even understand where this came from, let alone
correct it.
More prosaically, the mere existence of big data allows companies to discriminate against those who
do not have the finances or inclination to purchase a fitness tracker, or who live in exercise-unfriendly
circumstances [65]. This is an early example of a practice that—without care—could become widerspread and more commonplace. Is it within society’s expectations of what is acceptable, for example,
for insurance companies to offer a discount to those who were willing to supply the results of genetic
testing? In Australia consumers are obliged to tell life insurers about genetic data if they know it about
themselves. If foetal DNA sequencing becomes widespread and commercial [31], insurers may be able
to access this information even about people who don’t know it about themselves, possibly resulting in
some individuals being uninsurable [30, 131].
A further and more concerning example of harm is the practices of Facebook that are the subject of
a lawsuit brought by the US Department of Housing. Facebook’s housing advertising is alleged to be
inherently discriminatory in a form of modern-day red-lining: advertisements for higher quality housing
are not shown to people of all incomes or ethnic backgrounds, even where advertisers specifically
request that they are [132]. While we have no evidence that this sort of harm is occurring in Australia,
we do have a rental market where renters feel discouraged from exercising their rights [133, 134]; in
this climate rental discrimination would be easy to implement in Australia.
Finally, one of the major influences that this type of targeted advertising can have is on election
outcomes. A significant part of the Cambridge Analytica scandal was the role it may have had in
affecting the outcome of the US election. There is evidence that similar tactics are now being used here
in Australia [135]. This case study illustrates the power of such collected information to manipulate endusers without their knowledge.

5.3 Challenges to Fundamental Human Rights
There are three kinds of challenging human rights harms that can come from the use of big data:
discrimination, undermining of political and intellectual freedoms, and privacy breach.
Discrimination disadvantages the already-disadvantaged, and when technology companies are staffed
predominantly by young white males, there is considerable discrimination inadvertently built into for
example face recognition or voice recognition algorithms [99]. This can result in a differential level of
service for those with accents or non-white, non-male faces [99, 100, 136-138]. This is particularly
pernicious in a culture of early-and-often release of software, where testing may have been incomplete
or lightweight, with a view that any problems would be identified and fixed post-release [17].
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Once software becomes more accurate, it can then be used to further entrench discriminatory practices:
once Microsoft improved its facial recognition software, social justice commentators pointed out it
could be used unethically by law enforcement to target non-white Americans [139]. Other examples
include the discrimination in which job advertisements get shown to women or ethnic minorities (see
an example from Facebook here [140]); or the fact that African American defendants get harsher
sentences than white defendants when sentenced using artificial intelligence [141]. This is clearly
discriminatory and affects lives significantly beyond the scope of just a job advertisement or a sentence:
women are paid less than men, and harsher sentences carry harsher social penalties in addition to the
judicial ones.
Gathering big data can undermine political and intellectual freedom, particularly for more data-aware
citizens. A data-aware citizen will be well aware, particularly given recent actions against (for example)
the ABC that whistle-blower protections can be undermined by large scale data gathering [142]. Equally
data-aware citizens are self-censoring online [143], and data-aware librarians are practicing censorship
in selecting collection materials [144]. This means potentially not reading materials such as ‘how to get
into university’ in communities where university attendance is not the norm. Each of these is a limitation
to personal freedoms, both in expression and in information access, that would not happen were this
data not being collected.
It can be argued that privacy is a fundamental right which is compromised by unauthorised data
collection practices [125]. Moreover, the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner has
identified distress as a clear side effect of data breaches, alongside financial loss and harm [145], as
has early legal work in this space [125]. Gathering data, recombining it and making it available are all
risk factors for private data being made public, or making individuals feel spied on and distressed [43,
125]. Legal regimes are only just beginning to come to terms with this kind of harm and how redress
may be provided.

6. Conclusions
The new data landscape presents a range of new potential risks to consumers and challenges to
regulators. Consumer data is gathered without consent or (often) even awareness, and without any
process for anonymisation or deletion. Once gathered, this data can be used—and sometimes is
used—to benefit commercial entities, potentially in discriminatory ways that are sometimes at direct
odds with the needs and interests of consumers. This can happen even with the commercial entities
being deliberately discriminatory; AI algorithms are making decisions that may be directly at odds with
the values of some companies. This report has provided a summary of some of these types of data
gathering, and the harms it can cause.
Any new regulatory response developed to protect consumers from discrimination and harm should
take in not just the current data landscape, but reasonably expected future changes and challenges.
This means it will have to address AI and the use of de-identified data, pricing discrimination and
discriminatory algorithms. To enable sufficient regulatory agility, legislators should aim to future-proof
legislation by describing principles, rather than technologies and rights and responsibilities rather than
specific practices.
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Appendix 1
Translation of WeChat’s targeted marketing flow chart
The following contents can be found at https://ad.weixin.qq.com/guide/152 in Mandarin. It should
be noted that Tencent (parent company of WeChat) owns the qq.com domain, and ‘weixin’ means
‘WeChat’ in Mandarin.
1. Targeting Ability
See section 3 privacy policy for more details about what information WeChat collects.
The most important point about these abilities is that a lot of “facts” about you are not provided by
yourself, but “learned” by WeChat.
1.1

Region

In a nutshell, the ability to target users based on their geo-Location shows that WeChat is constantly
tracking users’ location.
1.1.1

Resident (domestic)

The data comes from the information (location) of the WeChat users in the past one month. It supports
different level of accuracies such as provinces, cities, districts and business districts.
1.1.2

LBS (domestic)

More accurate location-based service: e.g. ads can be seen by users within 500-5000 meters.
1.1.3

Travelling Users (domestic)

1.1.4

Travelling Users (overseas)

1.1.5

Overseas Resident

Targeting at the users living overseas.
1.2

Population Characteristics

1.2.1

Gender

1.2.2

Age group

1.2.3

Marriage

The state of marriage is not something the users mark as part of their profile. The identification comes
from analysis on the basis of social media posts.
1.2.4

Education

1.3

Interest & Behaviour

WeChat tracks users’ behaviour and analyses what they might be interested in.
Behaviour analysis:
1) Behaviour
•

Downloading app

•

Searching for or reading news articles

•

Online shopping related behaviours
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2) Time
How long the behaviour has been.
3) Strength
In terms of frequency, time and type of interaction. Take the car industry as an instance, you can push
ads to users that searched for cars for the past 30 days more than once.
Particularly in this category, WeChat gives an example which shows the fact that they are showing
different prices to different kinds of users. For example, if you happen to be a WeChat user that is
recently helping your family members or friends deciding which car to purchase, they tend to show you
a lower price.
1.4

Mobile Device

1.4.1

Operating System

IOS or Android
1.4.2

Network

Users’ current network environment, i.e. Wi-Fi/4G/3G
1.4.3

Price of the Device

1.4.4

Brand/Model of the Device

1.4.5

Carrier
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Appendix 2
Case Study – Shopping centre and marketing facial recognition tools
One area of concern, due to legislative gaps, in the consumer data tracking landscape is the increasing
prevalence of facial recognition, mood analysis, and movement tracking of consumers in private-public
spaces.
Petrol stations and shopping centers are installing digital signage systems which monitor people’s
attention and their emotional responses to advertisements while recording demographic information via
facial recognition technology. Mobile-phone location tracking is increasingly being employed to monitor
consumer and employee movements within shopping centers. This technology is being implemented
with many people entering into agreements to be tracked, physically or biometrically, through either
‘forced consent’, or with ‘no consent’ [146].
This new data collection and consumer profiling technology aims to transmute the well-developed
online advertising and profiling model into a system with enhanced capabilities enabled by data
gathered in the real-world. It is possible to merge website visits and social media likes to cameras
with emotional response tracking and movement information from mobile phones. These new sensor
technologies are increasingly being used to monitor and collect data about people in the real world,
under privacy and terms of service agreements which include clauses that signal an intent to link of the
real-world information with data collected online. Media reports confirm the intention of the technology
being used to collect data with an intention of sharing consumer data between advertisers [147].
Privacy policies provide the terms which consumers agree to when visiting properties owned by two
of Australia’s largest shopping centre operators. Consumers agree to their movement data, images,
demographic and other information being collected for a variety of purposes including; provision
of service, marketing and security. The policies are broad, non-specific and provide no option for
opting out. Consumers can request information being held about them under the requirements of the
Australian Privacy Principles, however this information is limited to data which is currently defined as
‘Personally Identifiable information’.
Consumers are informed that data-sharing of information collected may occur between the centre
operators and their partners. This type of data sharing creates real possibilities for individualised
consumer profiling. When matched with publicly available data and any privately held data, like mobile
phone IMEI numbers (held by partner companies who operate in shopping centres) and transaction
details (held by any rewards or credit provider), emotional responses to specific advertisements can
provide detailed insight into consumers.
This type of information is a marketer’s philosophers stone. Knowing what people are interested in,
when they are interested, where they are located, how they feel, and their travel paths is of immense
commercial value, as evidenced by the proliferation and commercial success of online targeted
advertising. The growth trend in IOT devices, capable of many similar functions, will see an expansion
in the same concerns as are raised here.
The only solace provided to consumers about much of the non-personal data being collected on their
emotions, movement, behaviors and biometrics is an assurance the data is de-identified. However, reidentification of de-identified or anonymized’ data is a real concern. It has been shown that data can be
re-identified.
Culnane, Rubinstein, & Teague re-identified sensitive medical data from de-identified publicly available
[148]. The ability to identify individuals increases with rich data-sets which include many points of
longitudinal information that can be matched.
Currently, consumers have little control over how their behaviors, emotions, and shopping habits
are being monitored. As these technologies are deployed eventually becoming ubiquitous, entering
a shopping centre, filling-up at a petrol station and other routine activities will expose consumers to
scanning and data gathering. Understanding the extent of these technologies, how they could influence
people, and regulatory responses to protect consumers, is of vital importance.
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